
May 6, 2022 

Special Announcement 
 

Back in May 2015 Pax et Bonum Communications stopped producing films for people and 

ministries that were embodying the self-emptying love of Christ by serving the poor. Between 

my first film ministry, the San Damiano Foundation, and Pax et Bonum Communications we 

made two dozen films all around the world. Our motto was “putting the power of film at the 

service of the poor.” I felt it was time for me to stop filming the poor and to live among the power. 

The PetB mission statement was broad enough for us to venture into Haiti to care for abandoned 

children. Once the Santa Chiara Children’s Center was on somewhat stable ground, we felt 

emboldened to create a separate nonprofit to administer our mission in Haiti. But from the 

inception of PetB, the mission statement said we would use film and print media to foster a 

concern for the poor.  
 

It has been a long-time dream of mine to publish spiritual books. That dream has come true. I 

decided to test the waters of self-publishing by releasing a new book I wrote. The book is now 

available on Amazon. Just type the title…A Journey to Meekness.  
 

 



100% of the funds generated by the sale of this new book will go directly into the Santa Chiara 

checking account. The funds required to publish the book through Kindle/Amazon came from 

donations to Pax et Bonum Communications.  
 

For me, writing and publishing book through Pax et Bonum Communications is a creative outlet 

I really need. Over these last seven years, the thing I miss the most is writing. I have invited one 

author to publish a book through PetB. I have a second book (on Thomas Merton) which I have 

already delivered to the book designer.  
 

If you should order the book, the most important thing you can do is write a review that will be 

posted on Amazon. The more people who “like” the book the more copies it will sell. If 100 books 

are sold, it will generate $500 for SCCC. If a thousand copies are sold, $5,000 will be sent to SCCC. 

It is my modest hope that 2,000 copies will be sold.  

 

This is a very difficult transition to make… 
 

I return to Haiti on Sunday. Life there has become even more brutal during my short absence. 

The gangs have killed more than 20 people in the last two weeks. They have even decapitated a 

few people; they took the bodies of the victims and left the heads on the street. It is sheer madness. 

There is security panic in the streets; everyone is fearful. People are fleeing Port-au-Prince for the 

countryside. Yet, I can’t wait to get home on Sunday. 
 

On Thursday morning, minutes after writing the above paragraph, Gabens left me three audio 

messages via WhatsApp. The messages painted a very bleak picture. Naïve’s grandmother told 

Gabens that her brother was shot in Cité Soleil. She is too fearful to leave her shack of a home. 

Michel, our mechanic and driver, lives outside of Port-au-Prince. During his work week, he stays 

in one of our three apartments that he shares with two other men. He returns to his family on his 

two days off. He travels back and forth on a motorcycle. On his last trip back to Santa Chiara, he 

was horrified by seeing many decapitated heads on the road, along with some corpses.  
 

Many of the staff cannot make it to work. The gas and diesel fuel shortage has grown worse. The 

government inspectors who were supposed to come to Santa Chiara this week could not come 

because they had no gas and because the office of the social services department is in an area that 

is riddled with gang violence. There is widespread anxiety and fear. The government is not 

protecting its citizens from the merciless slaughter perpetrated by the ruthless gangs. 
 

Word on the street is that the gangs are moving to invade Delmas and even Pétionville. The city 

has become a battlefield. I am becoming a bit nervous. I pray for the courage to get on the plane 

on Sunday morning. I must return. Santa Chiara is my family. I must be with them. I must be 

with Stéphanie. I can’t sit in Haiti while they endure the agony of life in Haiti. 
 

 


